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- Author of the *New Cold War* (2008) translated into 20 languages, and *Deception: Spies, Lies and how Russia dupes the West* (2012)
- Now edits International section of *The Economist*
- Based in Berlin, Prague, the Baltic states, Vienna and Moscow
- Arrested five times
- The last foreign journalist to be expelled from the Soviet Union in 1990
- Managing editor *The Baltic Independent*, 1992-4
“Take his warnings seriously”
Václav Havel

“Essential reading”
Oleg Gordievsky
Sergei Magnitsky 1972-2009

The Torture and Murder of Sergei Magnitsky and The Cover Up by The Russian Government

Sergei Magnitsky (8 April 1972 – 16 November 2009)
Anna Chapman
Sir Paul Dukes
Zigmas Kudirka
Herman Simm
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